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Speaker Series

Qatar Issues

New Regulations
Related to Patent
Annuity Fees
DOHA – The Qatari Patent Office issued an
official notification stipulating that the annuity
fees for patent applications filed before the
issuance of the Ministerial Decision No. 410
of 2014 (till January 1, 2015) should be settled
immediately.
The official deadline was set by the Qatari
Patent Office for these fees to be settled on July
31, 2015. However, the annuity fees should
be paid along with the official filing fees and
substantive examination fees.
As for the PCT applications, the annual fees
should be paid as from the date of filing
the international application, and not of the
national phase.
In addition, the annual fees for filing patent
applications under Paris Convention should
be paid as from the date of filing the original
application, and not of the divisional application.
It is worth mentioning that the applicants who
are not interested in their applications anymore
should pay the official filing fees and the annual
fees for these applications till present.
Source: AGIP News
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TAG Domains Becomes Accredited
Registrar for “.Shabaka” (شبكة.)

AMMAN – Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Domain Names (TAG Domains), an ICANN accredited
registrar, announced that it has become an accredited registrar for شبكة., the first truly
‘borderless’ non-English TLD on the Internet, free from the sanctions of any sovereign state.
.( شبكةpronounced “shabaka” in English) is the most common term for web, network,
and Internet in Arabic and is recognized by Arabic speakers everywhere.
With this new gTLD, more than 380 million Arabic Internet users in the Middle East
and North Africa will be able to better navigate the web in their native script.
It is noteworthy that TAG Domains will provide online registration service for all
“.Shabaka” applications, which allows applicants to register, renew and manage their
domain names online through the website: www.tag-domains.com
Source: AGIP News
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Qatar Approves New Cyber Law
Draft to Protect Personal Data
DOHA- Qatar is developing an effective
cyber security system and the onus of
preventing cyber-attacks on government
entities as a befitting response will be on
the Ministry of Interior.
The State Cabinet has also approved on
March 4 a draft law that would ban sending
electronic communication to individuals for
marketing purposes without their permission.
The draft also talks of the need to protect
the privacy of personal data when processed
electronically or if it is obtained in any other
way before being processed electronically.
The draft law includes provisions related
to the rights of individuals to protect the
privacy of their personal data and the
commitments of the monitor and processor,
Qatar News Agency (QNA) reports.
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A draft Emiri decision was approved by the
Cabinet as well, which tasks the Ministry of
Interior with the responsibility of responding
to cyber threats on government entities.
According to the draft decision, a national
center for cyber security and a national
committee for information security are to
be set up for the purpose.
Both committees are to function under the
Interior Ministry.
The job of the national committee for cyber
security will be to enhance cyber security in
the country and directing the national effort
in the field of cyber security, implementing
the objectives of national cyber security
strategy and cooperating with the agencies
concerned with cyber security.
Source: The Peninsula Qatar
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UAE’s Labor
Ministry to
Start Issuing
Administrative
Fines for Three
Types of Offenses
ABU DHABI- Beginning March 5, the
Ministry of Labor will begin issuing
administrative fines for three types of labor
related offences, notably; not issuing labor
contracts, non-renewal of work permits
during the grace period and a fine against
non-renewal of the trade license of private
recruitment agencies, all according to the
Cabinet’s Decision which was issued
recently in this regard.
Humaid bin Deemas Al Suwaidi, Assistant
Under-Secretary of the Labor Affairs at
the Labor Ministry, said that under the
Cabinet’s decision, starting from March 5,
employers will have a period of 60 days
to renew work permits from the expiry
date or issue a new work permit from the
entry date to UAE or the adjustment of the
employee’s status, which is the same period
given to issue labor contracts that should
be submitted by them to the Ministry of
Labor, to avoid a AED500 fine per month.
Bin Deemas stressed the importance of
documenting labor contracts through
the Ministry, as well as the employer’s
commitment to renew work permits in a
timely manner, where it regulates relations
between both parties and stabilizes the
labor market and thus protects rights.
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He also added that a 60 day period is
sufficient enough for the employer to
apply for all the labor related requirements
through “Tas’heel” service centers or to
renew the above, therefore there is no
justification for any delays.
The Assistant Under-Secretary for Labor
Affairs called upon private recruitment
agencies to speed up renewals according
to the procedures followed before March
5th in order to avoid fines, which increase
by AED1,000 for mediate agencies, and
AED2,000 for temporary employment
agencies per month of delay. “The
previous amount was AED10,000 for
both,” he said.
Source: WAM/AAMIR/Moran
(Emirates News Agency)
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Egypt Ratifies New Decision Eying
Foreign Investments
CAIRO- Egyptian President Abdel Fattah AlSisi ratified a decision of Law No. 17 for year
2015 regarding investments in the country.
The issued decision, which came into force
the next day, amended several laws:
• The Joint Stock Company Law, the Law
of Partnerships Limited by Shares and
Limited the Liability Companies Law
No. 159 for 1981
• The General Sales Tax Law No. 11 for
1991
• The Investment Guarantees and
Incentives Law No. 8 for 1997
• The Income Tax Law No. 91 for 2005.

or shareholders regardless of their
nationalities, place of residence, capital,
or share percentage according to Article
No. 12 of the Investment Guarantees and
Incentives Law No. 8 for 1997
Furthermore, the decision asserted that
companies and establishments shall continue
to retain, privileges, exemptions, guarantees
and incentives granted before the issuance
till the end of their determined periods.
The announced amendments are expected
to thrive the Egyptian economy and bring
new investments into the country.

The decision’s issuance came in time ahead
of the three-day investment conference
on March 13 which eyed new foreign
investments as the amending decision
eliminates obstacles and facilitates
previously-suffocating procedures for
foreign investors.
A major development in this law is that
it now allows ownership of certain lands
and real estates by company-owners
7
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TAGLegal Tackles IP of Creative
Arts in Think ZINC’s Speaker Series
AMMAN- Zain Jordan carried on with its Think ZINC speaker series recently under
the title: “Creative Arts as Business and Intellectual Property” with the support of the
Embassy of the United States in Amman. The panel discussion focused on the importance
of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) for creative arts and challenges it faces as a business.
Moderated by the CEO of Zain Jordan Mr. Ahmad Hanandeh, the event hosted experts
in creative arts and Intellectual Property; Mr. Nour Khrais the Founder and Chairman
of the Gaming Task Force who covered the gaming industry and the importance of IPR
in the field, Ahmed al-Khatib the Film Advisor from Royal Film Commission, who
addressed challenges faced by their industry, Ms. Deema Abu-Zuleikha Lawyer and
IPR expert, who explained the legal regulations and laws ruling the creative arts, and a
members of Urban Method band who tackled the artists part.
The discussion panel which was held at Zain Innovation Campus, was attended by students
and professionals in the creative fields such as, music, writing, filmmaking, graphic design,
animation and visual arts; as Ms. Abu-Zuleikhah explained: “Regardless of the imposed
penalties on IP infringement actions which may not guarantee an effective protection for
innovators, youth should stay encouraged to invent and create innovative works”.
Zain Innovation Campus (ZINC) is the first of its kind platform taking place at King
Hussein Business Park that meets the requirements of aspiring entrepreneur bringing
diverse expertise through integrated initiatives and programs of Zain Corporate
Entrepreneurship Responsibility (CER). The platform aims at helping youngsters turn
their ideas into products that can successfully enter the market.
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Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization
Hosts Middle East DNS Second Forum
AMMAN – The Middle East DNS Second
Forum was inaugurated in Amman with
the participation of a number of experts
and specialists in the field of domain names
industry from regionally and globally.

gathering aims to build bridges between
concerned parties in the Middle East and
the globe through exchange of experiences
and share of best practices in the domain
names industry at the global level.

The ME DNS Second Forum is hosted by
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAGOrg) in cooperation with Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
as well as The Internet Society (ISCO).

Shaban focused on the importance of
scientific and intellectual discussions
that took place in the Forum in the field
of country code Top-Level Domain
(ccTLDs), new generic Top-Level
Domains (gTLDs), Internationalized
Domain Names (IDNs), domain names
industry in the underserved regions,
and other important topics. Furthermore,

At the opening session, Charles Shaban,
Executive Director of Abu-Ghazaleh
Intellectual Property (AGIP), said that this
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Shaban referred to the important role played
by Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property
(AGIP), which is a member in the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), in many key issues.
Sally Kasten, ICANN’s Vice President,
in a video transmitted message to the
participants, referred to the importance of
the Forum as a platform for exchanging
knowledge, experiences and discussions,
and improving local capabilities in the
area of domain names registration, and
therefore, individuals, governments,
and organization will benefit from this
platform. Moreover, Kasten focused on the
role of ICANN in launching sustainable
discussions between community and all
other concerned parties in the Internet in
order to upgrade this most sensitive and
important sector.
Mr. Frédéric Donck, Director of European
Bureau at The Internet Society in Brussels,
stated that the discussion on information
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security, governance, and strategic
participation has its great importance with
significant technological developments
and our objective is to work with several
international organizations in order to
generate solutions and upgrade them,
indicating that ISCO is in the process of
its expanding its activities to the Middle
East region.
The first session entitled: “Internet
Industry in the Middle East Region”
hosted Mr. Abdul Majid Shamlawi,
Intaj’s Executive President in Oasis
500, Dr. Yousef Nasir, Former General
Manager of National Information Center
(Consultant), Mr. Baher Esmat, the
Regional Vice President of the (ICANN)
in the Middle East, Alaa Al Dain Al
Majid, Payment Manager at HyperPay
(Gate2Play), and Leonid Todorov, the
general manager of The Asia Pacific Top
Level Domain Association (APTLD).
Source: AGIP News
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Where We Operate
General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Kabul, Afghanistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com

Karachi, Pakistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com

Baghdad, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com

New Delhi, India
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Erbil, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: yemen@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: jeddah@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com
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